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The Secret Power of Doodling  
Laurie McLeod, Artist, Author, Presenter and Entrepreneur

Do you doodle? If so, don’t feel guilty. Far from being a waste of time, doodling is actually an effective 
means of remembering information, stirring up new ideas and focusing a frazzled mind.

The best thing about doodling is that it is for everyone. You don’t have to think of yourself as an artist 
or even as a creative person to enjoy doodling. In fact, if you are someone who has horrible memories 
of art class in school or was rudely teased by others about the quality of your drawings, doodling is a 
way to resurrect your sense of the creative experience. It is the most informal kind of drawing and can 
be easy, pleasant and fun.

Doodling is really the simplest of acts. All it takes is a pen or pencil, a piece of paper or the back of a 
napkin and you are off. It helps if you can begin your doodles with no expectations whatsoever and 
completely give up the idea of “drawing something.” Doodling is about something else. It is about the 
process of letting your mind flow through your pen onto paper, without judgment or editorial delay. It is 
pure thought pouring onto paper.

The act of doodling has all sorts of cognitive benefits. American designer Milton Glazer describes 
drawing or doodling as an “act of attention” where we are present simply for whatever comes up. In 
our goal focused culture, to doodle without a goal can be a true act of liberation and can trigger even 
greater creative thoughts that bounce off the doodled page. Even the crudest drawings can inspire 
ideas that aren’t possible through words alone. We all know that many million-dollar ideas started out 
as scribbles on the back of a napkin!

Famous doodlers abound– from Presidents to poets to authors to scientists. Accomplished people 
from all walks of life have been great doodlers. The poet John Keats apparently used to doodle flowers 
in the margins of his poetry pages, Kurt Vonnegut was known for a doodle he would create of his 



self image and Leonardo da Vinci was famous for his love of doodling. Da Vinci would often 
take doodling to another step – he would scribble a few meaningless lines on a page and then 
challenge himself to make something of them.

Even Hillary Clinton is a dedicated doodler and an image once surfaced of a simple flower she 
created on a document while attending a UN Security Council Meeting. With what we know 
about doodling, we can assume this means that she was focusing her mind while she took 
everything in.

In her book, “The Doodle Revolution” Sunni Brown extols the many virtues and benefits 
of doodling. She states, “You can use doodling as a tool ... to change your physical and 
neurological experience, in that moment.” Doodling isn’t about making a work of art. It is an 
experience where the process is the product.

If you are a doodler wishing to add structure to your creative wanderings consider diving 
into the joys of the grown up coloring books that are all the rage right now. Available at any 
bookstore or online, these books provide page after page of glorious outlines - birds, flowers, 
buildings. Pretty much anything you might like to color exists in a coloring book that is available 
today.

Doodling need not be a solitary act. Author and Business Visionary Tom Wujec offers up 
this idea for groups interested in galvanizing their collective dynamic through doodling: “The 
standard way to record a meeting is to list people’s names, the topics, and action items. The 
visual way is to doodle a rectangle (the table) populated by figures (the participants) sitting 
around the table with their comments as cartoon word balloons.”

Remember that doodling is an act of creative self- expression. It is one of the few opportunities 
we get to express ourselves with no burden of a goal or an end product. It is a time when your 
creative self can flow forward with ease and without judgment and can keep you present in 
the moment of doing. It is the opposite of looking at a screen. So, next time you are sitting in a 
restaurant, waiting for a doctor’s appointment or waiting to get on a plane, consider putting your 
phone down, pulling out a pen and paper and diving into doodling. Your creative self will thank 
you for it!
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